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Ore Ajala wrote about her relationship with her natural hair for Platform, presented by Chris topher Kane. Image credit: Chris topher Kane
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Scottish fashion label Christopher Kane is giving a platform to Black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME) students
from the eponymous designer's alma mater.

BAME students from the Fashion Journalism and Fashion Communication and Promotion program at Central Saint
Martins have launched a monthly digital zine on Christopher Kane's official Instagram account. Called Platform, the
project amplifies the voices of those students who often face barriers to entry in the fashion industry.

Platform
Luxury brands including Christopher Kane have been more proactive and transparent in how they are uplifting
Blacks and other minorities as consumers have become more socially conscious and discerning.

Platform is "part of our pledge to support young Black creatives and ethnic minorities within the fashion community
through actioned solidarity against racism and discrimination," the brand said in an Instagram post.
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View this post on Instagram

 

THE BOUJHETTO' HAIRSTYLIST OF THE WEST by Yelena Grelet
- @yelsss Many remember American singer-songwriter
Solange's fabulous 2018 Met Gala hair-do, but not many are
aware that the Jamaican hairstylist  Jawara Wauchope was
behind the creation of the innovative braided halo look. If
ghetto-chic was an actual word, then Wauchope's work
accurately depicts this. "There's always been a disconnect
for me because there's not a lot of things that represent
what I've seen or experienced in my life, or what a lot of
other people who look like me have experienced.' Growing up
in Jamaica, Wauchope was fascinated by the bold and
creative hairstyles that he would see on a daily basis- so
much so that 20 years later, he continues to celebrate within
his own work. Through his avant-garde hairstyles and recent
Tallawah' exhibit ion at London's Cob in collaboration with
photographer Nadine Ijewere, Wauchope not only embraces
but also sparks polit ical and cultural conversations on black
culture. As Dyson's global styling ambassador, the 36-year-
old visionary is ensuring that all ethnic hair is placed on the
same pedestal by having recently released hair drying
extensions to suit  all hair textures- something that has
never been considered before. Despite becoming a
successful hairstylist , Wauchope reflects back to his
preteens when he didn't  know that his passion for hair could
lead him to a professional career. "I think about when I was
young, I didn't  know that this was a possibility," he said. For
that reason, Wauchope hopes to implement an educational
programme in Jamaica, England and America for aspiring
hairstylists. Head to our Instagram stories to read the full
art icle... #ChristopherKanePlatform #Hairbyjawara #bafjcsm

A post shared by Christopher Kane (@christopherkane) on Au…

Instagram debut of Platform

Shared through a series of Instagram posts on Aug. 20, the digital zine was curated by the team at The F Word, a
publication created by program students.

"For as long as we can remember, inequality, discrimination and under-representation have been at the heart of the
elitist fashion industry," wrote Platform editors Hannah Karpel and Yelena Grelet. "Sadly, too many young, talented
people have gone unnoticed because of lack of opportunities and systemic racism."

Platform content includes a profiles of artist Joseph Bates, Jamaican hairstylist Jawara Wauchope, Nigerian-Irish
stylist Natalie Roar and more creatives. In a more personal piece, student Ore Ajala wrote an article about her
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relationship with her natural hair.

The full content will live on The F Word website, with links to the articles saved to Christopher Kane's Instagram
highlights.

Other luxury groups and brands have taken to Instagram for informative content.

French conglomerate LVMH has debuted a new series of animated and illustrated videos on its official Instagram
account that examines the origins of iconic products with the ancestral knowhow behind them. Called "Timeless,"
the videos will show how these icons from the LVMH family of brands have evolved and why they are still relevant
in this day and age (see story).
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